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At this tummg pomt in your lives, you are probably thmkmg deep and personal th
probably pondering how long this speech is going to be, and you may also be wo
mzee, have to say that matters to you? The answer to the first question is that I w
minutes, so it will certainly not be my fault i f this graduation is late for lunch! The
IS that I ' m going to ask you a few questions, and i f you have the right answers, yo
offer you a few suggestions, but you can take or leave those.

And now for the questions:
Firstly, what are you going to do about personal integrity? Second, what are you
thirdly, what are you going to do about A I D S and safe sex? A s I said, i f you have
you deserve to graduate, and with honors.

So here is my first question: what are you going to do about personal integrity? Y
experienced, the cancer of corruption - in public and private life - the misappropr
of public office for personal gain, and so on. It is beheved, by some, that the first
along the shores of Lake Turkana at a place called Koobi Fora. These first people
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lake. They were allowed to fish at certain times only, but some got around that r
small to the local chief This payment became known as Turkana Koobi, or T K K .
another langtiage as T K K - Toa Kitu Kidogo, this later enlarged to Toa Kitu Kubw
KilaKitu.

So you can see the issues of corruption and personal integrity go back a long w
main subject I want to talk to you about today. The degree of your personal inte
quality of your personal life, to what you will do for your country and, because o
die. For those of you who know something about American history (and as you
international university, you should), you may know of the old story about Geor
President of the United States, and how he was accused as a child of cutting do
parents. When confronted with this allegation, he supposedly confessed and sa
story, which is perhaps apocryphal, has become a legend in US history and use
children as a glowing illusfration of honesty in their first President. Unfortunate
familiar with Watergate and Monica Lewinsky, two dishonest and highly publiciz
history. In my adult life, I have heard one U S President say " I am not a crook" a
with that woman". They say honesty is the best policy, but sometimes, it seems
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For those of you with some rehgious affihation, you will be familiar with the ten
basically about personal integrity: thou shall not kill, thou shall not commit adul
not bear false witness; thou shall not covet thy neighbor's wife, and so on. Pers
all religious beliefs.

The degree of corruption in the public sector in some countries has become a m
nature of international financial support by the World Bank, and other developme
with some interest in economics, you may have noticed that the international de
increasing stress on good economic governance - that is, governments should
money wisely, honesdy and efficiently; a high quality civil service should do an
accountability, rule of law are paramount; and honest and sincere involvement o
priority setting is critical to realizing true national ownership of public programs

Economic governance factors, coupled with the degree of corruption, are major
performance of Kenya and other countries. They serve to influence the confiden
agencies, but more importantly the confidence of private investors, both domes
confidence leads to declining investment and a lack of employment opportunitie
factor that will influence a nation's economic success, and the well-being of its
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Now, to the second question, what are you going to do for your country? Cons

Well, one thing you can all do is insist on personal integr

You may have heard President Kennedy's quotation: "Ask not what your countr
do for your country".

or act; i f you encounter corruption, don't do it, report it, fight it. I f enough peop
we're not going to take it anymore, then pressure could build and become an ef
Remember as and when you become employed and get paid and pay taxes •- wh
corrupt, they are wasting or perhaps stealing your money. Do not accept that, b
don't fear it. Make an honest contribution to your community, your country and
saying goes: "to thine own self be true" - have ideals, values and principles, an

My third question - what are you going to do about A I D S and safe sex? One of
people living in Africa is that of contracting human immuno deficiency virus or
to acquired immuno deficiency syndrome - A I D S - the deadliest epidemic to hit
known for less than 20 years, it is already the third leading cause of death in Af
for Africans in their twenties. One out of every eight Kenyans aged 15-49 is infe
highest among women. Two thirds of the world's people with H I V infection are
A I D S is reducing life expectancy by as much as 10-20 years. That means peopl
life, rather than in their sixties or later. This is a major development issue, not j
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changes the ball game and puts personal integrity to the test. In life's most int
the questions: is he or she safe?, am I?, should I get tested?, should I , or he, we
should ask those questions, openly, frankly and without shame. This secrecy,
pePv'ades society means people who need the information do not get it, so they
people, particularly women who are most vulnerable, should be at ease with as
prevention of A I D S . It is a threat to the health and survival of you and your love

Before I come to the advic

those intimate questions can be a matter of life or death. It is also a matter of p

A I D S and safe sex was my third and final question.

still probably wondering "what am I going to be when I grow up?" Y o u may co
up already but there are lots of people older than you, who are still wondering w
personally, I thought I wanted to build things, to be an engineer or an architect
and I also studied business and I worked in the private sector for several years
how life was in societies that were less well off than the one I was raised in. I c
challenge of development in poor countries was not only very complicated but
World Bank. And after 25 years I still find it a challenge, and extremely interesti
unlike you and me, and perhaps most of your fathers, did not get to go to Unive
his job, but he had to do it. Through his experience and mine, I have been luck
to have a job you enjoy. While many of you might consider yourself lucky just
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one you like, even love, it's worth far more than another that may pay more, but
fmd a job you love, a life you love and a partner you love.

And now for the advice:
First, once you fmd a job, i f you are in the private sector, be sure to listen to yo
for government, be sure to listen to your citizens. There is an old saying m the
always right! The US economy is the most amazing job creation machine ever
factors, but a large part of it is that most Americans follow what their declaratio
liberty and the pursuit of happiness, and many people in American business ar
profit. Satisfying customers is the way to profit in business. Satisfying citizen

Second piece of advice: embrace change. Avoid saying we do this because we
for better ways, and don't be afraid to change. Kenya has a tendency to be con
that there is no revolution. The bad side is that the evolution is too slow. The
said: " A conservative is a man who wants the rules changed so that no one ca
The older you get the harder it is to change. Y o u are young, work for change.

Third: honor your traditions, but don't be a tribalist, and don't think tribalism i
country, Canada, also has its share of ethnic rivalry and tension. But we try to
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Unfortunately, most of the conflicts in the world are rooted in ethnic and religio
ethnic tension. Value your differences and preserve your cultural heritage - it m
interesting.

Fourth: don't just complain unless you have a suggestion. I f you criticize, be c
great nation. The optimist proclaims that we live in the best of all possible wor
true. Successful people see the problems, and they always try to solve them; t
dive m.

Fifth: do some planning; set priorities. Y o u do not have to be rigid about it, but
future, whether yours, the enterprise you work for, or your country, then progre
difficult. Only 3% of the 1953 graduates of Yale University had written, clear, a
achieving them. Twenty years later m 1973, these 3% were worth more financia
together. The 3% were also found to be happier.

Sixth: get involved - m your family, in your business, in your community and e
said: "Those who are too smart to engage in politics are punished by being go
Someone else said: "50% of life is showing up". So show up, and do your bit.

And above all, do everything with an honest mind and an honest heart. With al
integrity and hard work, you will truly benefit from your education, and you can

My last and very happy word

can build a ^eat nation and a great Africa. And you can change the world.

Those are my questions and my advice for today.
one of you and best of luck.
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